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§1 GW effect on the timing of a single pulsar

As usual we work in the TT gauge

In this gauge, GW does not shift the position of a star initially at rest.



Suppose that a pulsar exists along the x direction.
x=0

Distance to the a-th pulsar

!" is a normal vector from the observer to a-th pulsar.



One cycle (Ta) later,



Then

#! is a normal vector
along which GW propagates



Conventional parameter (redshift)

is pulsar’s position.

Timing residual (breaks translation invariance of time)



Choose a reference frame so that GW propagates along the z direction.

Direction of the a-th pulsar

One easily finds

so that

There is no singularity at cosθ=-1.



Application to (isotropic) stochastic background

Power spectrum



Equal time two-point function

§2 GW effect on the timing of a pair of pulsars



Polarization tensors of GW

a vector on xy plane
orthogonal to n

a vector orthogonal to both n and u

Recall that we find                                           for 



To calculate the angular integral of

only the relative angle between a & b matters.

So one may choose                      and                       

abq g=



Calculation of angular integral is tedious but possible, to yield 

This angular function was first obtained by Hellings and Downs, and 
its derivation is presented in Appendix C of Anholm et al (2009).

This angular dependence is most important for the detection of
stochastic gravitational waves in terms of pulsar timing.



In terms of the timing residual

one can calculate the equal-time correlation function.

Define

and assume

the we find



Define                                     so that 

Define the amplitude by

then

We often assume a power law strain

with which the spectrum reads



Calculation of unequal-time two-point function is also possible  (Ref 3).

Exchange
t and t’ and
take average
to make them
real-valued.

df

df

1 2g aº -



df

dividing the integral as

and using                                 for the latter

we find

so that

1 2g aº -

t=2p|t-t’|



§3 Statistics

Observables:  Sequence of timing residuals             of a-th pulsar
which are collectively denoted by 



Assuming that noises are Gaussian distributed,

parameters

covariance matrix of noises (including GW, which
acts as a noise for timing data).

for a-th pulsar

represents correlation between
pulsars a and b



White noise:  temporarily uncorrelated, such as instrumental error

Red noise:  time correlated noises with excess power at low frequency
including GW and intrinsic rotational instability

+ monopole and
dipole terms

GW

monopole term: earth clock
dipole: solar system model (measurement is done on Earth and 
interpretation is done at the barycenter of the solar system)

~δ(ti-tj)



noise n

Marginalize over                       pulsar parameters



Likelihood function

Let                                 with epsilon being a small expansion parameter

which turns out to be the square amplitude of GW.

)!



Log likelihood ratio between the cases with GW and without

where we have defined



Optimal statistic to calculate the amplitude of GW

so that

If signal is weak, the standard deviation is given by

so the SN ratio reads



§4 NANOGrav 12.5year data analysis



Solar system ephemeris(SSE)（天体暦） JPL’s DE421—DE436
Errors in Jupiter’s orbit induces the largest systematic error to GW,
whose uncertainty is about 50km.

ACP amplitude of common power
spectrum



Baysian analysis  (d: observed data, Mi, Mj: models)

P(Mi|d): The probability of the model Mi being correct for a given
set of observational data d. (This is what we want to obtain.) 

P(Mi|d)        P(d|Mi) P(Mi)            P(Mi)

P(Mj|d)        P(d|Mj) P(Mj)           P(Mj)
=                         = Bij

prior probability ratio
(usually taken flat)

Bayes factor  Bij :  Relative probability of Mi to Mj

Bij=1-3  weak
3-20  definite
20-150 strong
>150 very strong

log10Bij= 0-0.48  weak
0.48-1.3  definite
1.3-2.2 strong
>2.2 very strong



log10Bij= 0-0.48  weak
0.48-1.3  definite
1.3-2.2 strong
>2.2 very strong







Bayesian reconstruction



off diagonal components only 



Estimating the probability to obtain the observed SN ratio by chance



Prospects: The way to detect stochastic gravitational
wave background

1. Stagnation of improvement in upper limits.
2. Emergence of spatially uncorrelated common-

spectrum red process to all the pulsars.
3. Quadrupolar signature is seen in the spatial

correlation obtained by Hellings & Downs.

We have reached 2?


